Severe Maternal Morbidity: Clarification of the New Joint Commission Sentinel Event Policy

In January 2015, the Joint Commission issued a revised definition for a sentinel event, expanding the concept for all specialties to include “a patient safety event (not primarily related to the natural course of the patient’s illness or underlying condition) that reaches a patient and results in any of the following: death, permanent harm, or severe temporary harm” (1). For obstetrics, the new definition for severe temporary harm focused on severe maternal morbidity defined as receiving 4 or more units of blood products (subsequently revised to 4 or more units of RBCs) and/or ICU admission (2,3). Although this revision brought more clarity and consistency to a general understanding of which cases meet criteria for sentinel events, it unintentionally created confusion about inclusion of all severe maternal morbidities. A number of cases that meet the criteria for severe maternal morbidity will be primarily related to the natural course of the patient’s illness (such as bleeding from a placenta previa) and thus would not reach the level of a sentinel event. Further, some cases meeting the criteria for severe maternal morbidity, which are not primarily related to the natural course of the woman’s illness, may, upon review, also not meet criteria for sentinel event.

The purpose of reviewing adverse outcomes is not to be punitive; it is to learn and ultimately improve outcomes. A culture of learning from adverse events, rather than a culture of blame and punishment, is critical to improving patient outcomes. We strongly encourage that all cases of severe maternal morbidity, whether sentinel events or not, undergo a thorough and credible multidisciplinary comprehensive review (4,5) and analysis, resulting in an action plan for improvement, when appropriate. There will certainly be opportunities to learn and improve from multidisciplinary review of these cases, even if they do not meet the criteria for a Joint Commission sentinel event. Sentinel event review process should be reserved for those cases of severe maternal morbidity that are deemed to meet the Joint Commission definition.

The following case examples are offered to illustrate the new definition:

Example #1:
A G4P3 woman with known placenta accreta underwent cesarean birth during which expected, but profound, bleeding occurs, requiring 4 units of packed red blood cells. She was monitored in the ICU overnight with a subsequent unremarkable postpartum stay and was discharged.

Comment: Since this woman received four units of packed red blood cells and required ICU admission, this case meets the criteria for severe maternal morbidity and should undergo a multidisciplinary review. Although there may be identification of areas for improvement (these might include interventional radiology or consult with gynecologic oncology for additional surgical experience), this does not meet the criteria for a Joint Commission sentinel event because the patient’s underlying condition (placenta accreta) would be expected to result in this type of blood loss. Nevertheless, there may be areas for improvement to be identified.

Example #2:

A woman at 40 weeks 0 days presented with preeclampsia with severe features and developed very elevated blood pressures requiring multiple medications and an ICU admission.

Comment: This case is similar to case #1 and does not meet the criteria for a Joint Commission sentinel event because the patient’s underlying condition (preeclampsia with severe features) would be expected to result in this type of treatment. Again, this case would benefit from a multidisciplinary review for improvement opportunities. However, had she experienced a stroke, the case should be reviewed as a Joint Commission sentinel event given the severe temporary and potentially permanent harm related to the complication.

Example #3:

A G1P0 woman with gestational diabetes and preeclampsia was admitted for a medically indicated induction of labor.

Her cervix was long and closed, a long induction ensued, and after 36 hours of oxytocin induction with an epidural and two hours of pushing, she had a vaginal birth. After spontaneous delivery of an intact placenta, she hemorrhaged profusely. She required 6 units of packed red blood cells and was transferred to the ICU in unstable condition.

Comment: This case also meets the definition for severe maternal morbidity and should undergo multidisciplinary review. Furthermore, this outcome is not due to the patient’s underlying medical condition and therefore meets the criteria for a Joint Commission sentinel event.

Example #4:
A woman at 39 weeks 2 days underwent a scheduled repeat cesarean birth and, during the procedure, is noted to have multiple premature ventricular contractions on the cardiac monitor. She was admitted to the ICU for cardiac monitoring for 24 hours and received no further treatment.

Comment: This case meets the screening criteria for severe maternal morbidity and should be subject to a multidisciplinary review to determine the facts. But as the case appears not to have led to “severe temporary harm,” it would not meet the criteria for a sentinel event.
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